The Challenge of Military
Revolutions

0 Multimodal causes and consequences

0 Militaries have motivated changes in other systems, both domestic and

international
0 Militaries have adapted to changes in other systems, both domestic and
international

0 Affects the distribution of capabilities across actors in the international

system

0 Innovations alter balances of power

0 Affects the character and composition of the actors in the international

system

0 The number of states may increase or decrease
0 The types of states that are viable given a particular strategic context leads to the

periodization of the international system

0 Affects the timing and location of wars between, and within states

0 Perceptions of new capabilities and shifting military balances suggests when

deterrence or institutions may collapse
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Military Revolutions

0 Military innovations that affect the strategic character

of warfare and the viability of polities
0 Changes in weaponry

0 Changes in military organization
0 Changes in operational concepts

0 Changes in the size and cost of armed forces
0 Changes in strategic geography
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Theoretical Problems Posed
by Military Revolutions

0 Magnitude of change
0 Military Revolutions vs. Revolutions in Military Affairs (RMAs)
0 Direction of causation
0 Tactical innovations that spill-over onto operational, strategic
and social and economic levels
0 Social and economic innovations that create threats and
opportunities for military organizations
0 Diffusion of innovations and adaptation
0 Spread of technologies via conquest, mimicry, and countering
0 Technological and strategic determination
0 Danger of concluding that technology is the agent of agent or
“demands” adaptations
0 Danger of assuming that all social structures, relations and
processes serve military power and potential
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Military Historians and
Punctuated Equilibrium

0 Initial debate over evolutionary gradualism and

revolutionary dynamism

0 Continuity vs. discontinuity

0 RMA debate, urgency for transformation

0 Co-option of punctuated equilibrium as conceptual model

for explaining rapid change

0 Evolutionary, historically dependent/contingent model of

change
0 Endogenized “history”

0 Created the basis of a general theory of military innovation
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Alternative Causal Directions
0

0

The military revolution which fills the century between 1560 and 1660 was in essence the result of just one
more attempt to solve the perennial problem of tactics – the problem of how to combine missile weapons with
close action; how to unite hitting power, mobility, and defensive strength. And the solution offered by the
reforms of Maurice of Orange and Gustav Adolf was a return, under the inspiration of Vegetius, Aelian, and
Leo the Isaurian, to linear formations. In place of the massive, deep, unwieldy squares of the Spanish tercio,
or the still larger but more irregular blocks of the Swiss column, they relied upon a multiplicity of small units
ranged in two or three lines, and so disposed are armed as to permit the full exploitation of all types of
weapon. Maurice used these new formations wholly for defense but it was the great achievement of Gustav
Adolf to apply them with brilliant success in offensive actions too. – Michael Roberts
In the introduction the editors posited the existence of two separate and distinct phenomena: military
revolutions and revolutions in military affairs. The first has normally resulted from massive social and
political changes that have restructured societies and states, and fundamentally altered the manner in which
military organizations prepared for and conducted war. Such revolutions have been unpredictable and to a
great extent uncontrollable… - Williamson Murray and MacGregor Knox
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Coexistence of Multiple
Species

0 1519 – No wall exists, however thick, that artillery cannot destroy

in a few days – Machiavelli

0 1510 – … those [fortresses] that have received ramparts since then,

or in our own day, must be held extremely difficult to capture –
Raymond de Beccarie, Lord of Fourquevaux
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0

0

Application of Punctuated
Equilibrium

In 1972, Stephen Jay Gould and Niles Eldridge proposed a new model for the evolutionary formation of
species, which they dubbed "punctuated equilibrium." They argued that evolution proceeded by short bursts
of rapid change interspersed with long periods of near stasis rather than constant, slow alteration... This newer
conception of punctuated equilibrium evolution, combining both incremental and "revolutionary" change,
seems to describe the process of military innovation extraordinarily well. After a long period of near-stasis,
infantry began to evolve very rapidly around the beginning of the fourteenth century. Cannon appeared
about that time, evolved incrementally for a century, then in a burst of rapid advancement revolutionized
war in Europe. Artillery fortification began to develop at about the same time as artillery reached its height;
evolved gradually over the course of a century; then in their turn effected a military revolution. A similar
process of punctuated equilibrium in military technology continues even today. – Clifford Rogers

And the fact is that there have been precious few attempts to formulate a theory of military change, or even a
narrative on the subject, on either side of the social science divide. It is interesting to note that military
historians have been most likely to produce what general gambits there are … suggesting the use of a variant
of punctuated equilibrium theory advanced by evolutionary biologist Stephen J. Gould. Gould’s notion that
evolution is not a smooth process, but moves by a series of rapid jumps followed by periods of relative stability,
has been imported into the social sciences as well. As yet this punctuated equilibrium hypothesis has yet to
receive the full development it deserves, but it seems promising. – John Lynn
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Punctuated Equilibrium

0 Part of the larger body of macroevolution

0 Within evolution, controversy is not over the rates of change

but over the process of change
0 Fierce, among the most vitriolic in all of science
0 Speciation, diversity and disparity
0 Species selection and aggregation
0 Exogenous events and mass extinction
0 Determinism, adaptationism, emergent properties
0 Survival by chance, luck or contingency
0 Non-optimality and frozen-accidents
0 Selection on properties of aggregates, not individuals
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Evolutionary Theory

0 Evolution as abstract process depends on three basic features
0 Variation
0 Selection
0 Heredity
0 Many types of evolution, not a unified field
0 Microevolution
0
0

0

0 Selection on genes or organisms

Macroevolution

0 Selection on species and aggregates

Migration, drift, and transmission bias
0 Gene-flows
0 Neutral theory
0 Social or sexual selection

Strategic interaction
0 Co-evolution
0

Tight vs. diffuse

0 Frequency-dependent selection

0 The importance of hierarchy
0 Multi-scale, with feedbacks across levels
0 Specialization and interdependence (does not mean cooperative)
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Punctuated Equilibrium
Diversity and Disparity

Varity of early artillery weaponsλ
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Expansion and Contraction
The evolution of fortifications has corresponded with the changes in political borders
Evolution of European Fortifications

Evolution of European Political Borders
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Parasitism and Arms Racing
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Rock-Paper-Scissors
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Adaptionist Bias
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The Basics of International
Relations Theory

0 Focus on neorealism

0 Defensive realism (Waltz)

0 Offensive realism (Mearsheimer)

0 Basic assumptions for all neorealists

0 Homogeneous, undifferentiated units
0 Domestic politics do not matter

0 Anarchy

0 Distribution of capabilities

0 Defines hierarchy as relationships of power and authority

0 Autonomy of units means no hierarchy between units exists
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Agreements and
Disagreements

0 Both are microtheory
0 Interested in the emergence of system level patterns
from the microlevel interactions of units
0 Different treatment of hierarchy

0 Defensive and offensive realism are insufficient for

generating dynamics of punctuated equilibria
0 Variation
0 Selection
0 Heredity
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Hierarchy

0 Neorealist definition treats hierarchy as structure of subservience

0 Within states, domestic politics are settled and therefore static
0 States can stop internal disputes at the water’s edge

0 Hierarchy is other disciplines is source of complexity
0 Speciation in ecosystems
0 Levels of selection

0 Phenomenon at different scales

0 Specialization and interdependence

0 Hierarchy entails competitive and cooperative interactions

0 Hierarchy is basis of external balancing, based on different states
providing specific advantages
0 More than the linear sum of “power” or “capabilities”
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Variation

0 Homogeneity of states means no variation across units
0 What is selected on?

0 States with identical capabilities and behavior?
0 All states are rational

0 States with identical capabilities but different behavior?

0 “As if” assumption converges on rationality from initial distribution of behavior

0 Waltz argues that states mimic one another

0 Mearsheimer argues they counter one another

0 One version spends too much time in stasis, while the other over-predicts the occurrence

of major transformations

0 If military revolutions are tied to the rise and development of the modern state,
then they are necessarily a story of domestic politics
0 The “black-box” assumption cannot hold

0 Assumption is the bedrock of international relations theory
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Selection

0 Wars are aperiodic in terms of timing, location, duration, and intensity
0 Wars produce a fossil record of military organizations
0 What happens to selection during periods of peace?

0 Deterrence and diplomacy are persistent

0 Politics persists, and is continued during war (Clausewitz)

0 Better fit with the notion of continual selection pressure in biology

0 What happens to winning and losing states?

0 Shifts in the balance of power vs. the extinction of units

0 Reification vs. coevolution

0 States interact with the “system” vs. directly with one another
0 The system selects vs. states select

0 Wars become diffuse, global events, rather than local sources of adaptation and

innovation

0 Wartime vs. peacetime innovation
0 Diffuse vs. tight coevolution
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Heredity

0 The most problemmatic aspect of evolutionary theory
0 Biology tied to genotypes, lifecycles, and offspring
0 No clear cut ways to parse international system
0 Genotypic vs. phenotypic confusion
0 Inheritance is selected, and language allows for the
external storage and transmission of information
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Ecological Model of the
Military and Society

0 Disease germs are the most important microparasites humans have to deal with.
Our only significant macroparasites are other men who, by specializing in violence,
are able to secure a living without themselves producing the food and other
commodities they consume. Hence a study of macroparasitism among human
populations turns into a study of the organization of armed force with special
attention to changes in the kinds of equipment warriors used. Alterations in
armaments resemble genetic mutations of microorganisms in the sense that they
may, from time to time, open new geographic zones for exploitation, or
breakdown older limits upon the exercise of force within the host society itself. –
William McNeill
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Conclusions

0 Evolutionary theory can provide powerful insights into military innovation

0 The punctuated equilibrium model that historians have adopted is a starting
point, but underspecified in application

0 The full-range of evolutionary theory provides even greater opportunities for
illuminating the ranges of innovations from small to large
0 IR theory is poorly structured to capitalize on evolutionary theory

0 Neorealism is one example, others have different strengths and weaknesses
0 Problems lie in the bedrock assumptions of the discipline itself
0 Assumptions are relaxed, but never eliminated

0 New ontological foundation needed

0 The armed group as the unit of analysis?
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